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Abstract— Mall and market is a big corner for customer to purchasing daily requirements. Additionally , from that point forward, it is
rushed to remain in same line for charging every one of the goods. This paper put forwards a unique solution to reduce the average time a
customer spends at a supermarket. The product with the appropriate RFID tag is read by the RFID reader on the cart and the product’s
details are displayed on the LCD screen placed on the trolley. As the client puts every item in the trolley, it gets recognized. The information
of these items alongside the bill sum are shown on the LCD display. The bill amount is sent from the trolley to the Mobile phone via GSM
Module which is global system for mobile communication. The bill will be sent to customer’s registered mobile number. The SMS will be
consist of bill slip and link for payment purpose . Customer can pay his/her bill through this link via netbanking. In this system, no need of
payment counter for paying our  bill.  

  
Keyword--RFID tag, LCD, RFID reader, Trolley, GSM Module, EM-18 WIFI Module, Arduino mega 2560.

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Humans have always invented and developed a technology to support their needs ever since the beginning of mankind. The basic
purpose of advancement in technology has been in minimizing tasks and making everyday chores easier and faster, irrespective of
the various domains available.  A major task on which human beings are found spending considerable amount of time is shopping.
According to a Survey, approximately most of the humans spend 1.5 hours daily on shopping. A large number of customers will
always tend to walk out of a queue if the queue is very long. The current shopping environment can simply be classified into two
categories (1) Shopping in-person and (2) Shopping in absentia. Shopping in-absentia is supported in many ways including online
shopping, tele-shopping, etc. wherein a shopper or a customer does not have to be present physically in the shopping arena.
Shopping in-person involves a personal visit of a person to the shopping malls or centers and selecting the product/s based on the
various factors including need, fashion, convenience, brand, etc [5].  Shopping in absentia is upheld from various perspectives
including webshopping, online shopping, and so forth which will not require the buyer to be manually held at the Counters.
Purchasing in-person includes an individual call  at  location of purchasing and choosing items in view of different variables
including need, comfort, brand, and so on. The proposed keen Shopping trolley framework plans to help shopping in-person that
will minimize the time spent in shopping. Persistent change is required in the customary time spent at the counters to enhance the
nature of shopping background to the clients. To beat these issues expressed above and to enhance the current framework, we
have composed a Shopping trolley. This can be done possible by basically connecting RFID tags to the items and reader with a
LCD in the purchasing cart. From this structure customer can forces information identified with expense of every thing which are
inside cart and moreover total expense of the thing about the item. This framework will save time of clients and labor required in
shopping center with respect to cost of the item . Figure 1 illustrates the Shopping Environment in the modern World and and
waste of precious time at the billing counters.[1]

Figure 1: Current Shopping Environment[7]

1.2 Purpose of the project
The basic inspiration driving this framework is to demonstrate the proposition of a design and arrangement of a creative system
for getting of things in  markets.  This cart  investigates  rising adaptable developments and customized conspicuous evidence
headways, (for instance, RFID) as a way to deal with improve the idea of organizations given by retailers and to extend the client
regard thus allowing to spare time and paying bill through mobile phone. We don’t need payment counter for paying bill or no
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need to stand in long queue. With this cart an better opportunity will be developed which assists the customers by showing the
catalog of products and their respective budgets.  This methodology consequently helps the stock administration unit  with a
natural redesign on each buy of item. This smart cart has the capability to make shopping more relax able, comfortable and
systematic for the customers as well as making easier for the store management [1].

1.3 Problem Statement.
In realistic, markets are these days utilized by a considerable amount of individuals in order for securing most of items. Item
procurement speaks to an unpredictable procedure that involves time spent in passageways, item area and checkout lines. Buyers
regularly experience a few issues and trouble amid buying. These problems comprise worrying about the money which they have
brought would be insufficient for all the items purchased and also dissipating a lot of time at the cashier. And also it is becoming a
increasing problem for the merchants to make their shoppers consigned and to anticipate 3 their demands because of the effect of
contention and likewise due to absence of hardware that disconnect application plans. At some instances clients have issues with
respect to the inadequate data about the item of discounts and thereby misuse of superfluous time at the counters. We can end this
issue by supplanting the omnipresent Universal Product Code (UPC) standardized identification by keen names known as radio
frequency identification (RFID) tag. To overcome the above problems, we implement the extensive notion of RFID based keen
shopping cart in the field of retail stock.[1]

1.4 Objective
The  fundamental  goal  engaged  with  this  arrangement  is  to  implement  a  smart  shopping  cart  with  the  assistance  of  RFID
innovation for improving purchasing. The arrangement is to utilize the RFID related observation execution practice in the buying
cart. In this arrangement RFID card is used as security section for procuring of wares in the shopping centers. If the commodity
has been placed in the shopping cart the price of the product appears and accordingly the total amount will be shown and if we
wish to remove the product from the trolley, you can take away the product and the amount of that specific product gets deducted
from total amount .In this , the technology used is for obtaining the products thereby which boosts security performance and
speed while purchasing in shopping complexes. The innovative target for our exhibited issue in shopping complexes is the act of
RFID innovation for the natural acknowledgment of item in the inside of the obtaining cart along these lines destroying customer
mediating  in  the  task  of  commodity  purchase  and  for  payment.  The  guideline  purpose  of  proposed  system is  to  give  an
advancement which is negligible exertion arranged, successfully versatile, and productively possible for helping shopping in
person. With the help of this a lot of time will be saved because customer will be able to pay his bill through mobile phone. Figure
2 illustrates the typical smart shopping cart which has LCD display attached to it.[1]

Figure 2: Smart Shopping Cart[8]

II.  LITERATURE REVIEW

GalandeJayshree,  RutujaGholap, Preeti  Yadav in the year 2014 proposed RFID Based Automatic Billing Trolley. This paper
proposed a system that will be placed in all the trolleys. It will consist of a RFID reader. All the products in the supermarket will
be equipped with RFID tags. When a person add any products in the trolley, its code will be detected and the cost of those
products will be stored in memory. As we put the items, the costs will get added to add up to bill. Hence the charging will be done
in the trolley itself. product name along with its cost will be shown on LCD display. At the billing counter the total bill amount
will  be transferred to computer  by wireless  RF modules.   Several  previous studies  have also discussed the development of
marketing applications, including the study entitled “Design of EMarketing at PT. RajawaliNusindo” [6] and “Design of Web-
based Marketing Information Systems at BMT (BaitulMaalWattamwil) Cita Sejahtera” . The purpose of this system is a media
campaign for the company. This system other than as a promotional media can also process ordering goods, ordering transaction
processing, and display the status of the goods, as well as providing reports the purchase of a product level. However, there are
still shortcomings in the system, especially in terms of marketing, which is a form of promotion that is carried out is limited to
display only items available. There is no specific approach to attract potential buyers to purchase the product supplied. Limited
mobility and lack of customer personalization. 
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2.1 Automatic Identification 

 RFID systems
RFID consists of a group of technologies referred to as Automatic Identification and Data Capture (AIDC). AIDC methods
automatically identify objects, collect data about them, and enter those data directly into computer systems with little or no human
intervention.
RFID methods utilize radio waves to accomplish this.  At a  straightforward dimension, RFID frameworks comprise of three
segments: a RFID tag or smart labels, a RFID reader, and an antenna. RFID tags contain a coordinated circuit and a antenna,
which are utilized to transmit information to the RFID reader (additionally called an interrogator).The reader then converts the
radio waves to a more usable form of data. All the data collected from the rfid labels is then transferred through a communications
interface to a host computer system, where the data can be stored in a database and recognized at a later time [7].

Figure 3: A typical RFID system[9]

 GSM module
A GSM Module is fundamentally a GSM Modem (like SIM 900) associated with a PCB with various kinds of yield taken from
the board – state TTL Output (for Arduino, 8051 and different microcontrollers) and RS232 Output to interface legitimately with
a (PC). The board will likewise have sticks or arrangements to append mic and speaker, to take out +5V or different estimations of
intensity and ground associations. These kind of arrangements change with various modules.

Figure 4: A GSM Module[10]

III. IMPLEMENTATION

3.1  Flow Diagram
Once the cart system is activated, it keeps checking for any RFID tag that might enter the basket. If a product label is read, entry
is made in the current record session. This log is updated with every new entry to the system. Customer can either add or remove
the product & perform changes accordingly. Once the shopping is done, by pressing Key the bill is sent to mobile number by text
SMS of bill slip and link for payment purpose . Customer can pay his/her bill through this link online. [2]
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Figure 5 : Flow Diagram

3.2 Block Diagram

The given figure 6 shows block representation of components attached to the smart shopping cart.  [2]

 Trolley Unit 
This unit contains all the user interactive components. It is made up of six technical components- 16*2 LCD display, Key,GSM
module, RFID Reader, EM-18 wifi module& Microcontroller (Arduino 2560) and one mechanical component, the classic trolley. 
LCD is used to link the customer with this technology. It provides the user with details about the products in the cart and the total
bill. Finally bill is send via key.  
RFID Reader is set close to the top ring of the basket appearing well and good to sense the RFID labels of the things taken in the
basket by the individuals. The information trade between the information conveying device and the reader are accomplished
without the utilization of galvanic contacts, utilizing rather magnatic or electromagnetic fields. RFID frequency band received by
India is somewhere in the range of 865MHz and 867MHz.
The microcontroller, here used Arduino 2560 is used to analyse the read tags and update the display accordingly. It  is also
responsible for connecting the cart with the smart cart server. This server is connected to the main server of the shopping complex
providing updated information about the inventory. [3]
This server is connected with the main server of the shopping complex using internet. Keeping this network helps in quicker
charging procedure and simple administration of the complex.  Arduino mega 2560 can be used to fetch data from internet as well
used as a web server itself. [4]
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Figure 7: Basic Block diagram

3.3 Circuitry Diagram:-

Figure 8 : Circuit Diagram.

Arduino mega 2560 is used because it consist of 4 serial ports via UART for following purpose:-
o To test Wifi module, so that it never lose the connectivity.
o To connect with RFID card that helps in easy maintenance of bill to be generated.
o To connect with GSM module for payment purpose.
o For overall basic testing purpose.

      A list of items along with price of individual item and total amount has been displayed in LCD placed on cart with ease of view to
the customers.

IV.  RESULT
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V. FUTURE SCOPE

 Voice assistance can be included.
 Robotic ARM can be utilized for picking and dropping of items.
 It can successfully be deployed on a larger scale.               

VI.  CONCLUSION

The Smart  Trolley was  designed  to function as  a  mobile  self-checkout  system  providing  users the  flexibility  to make
transactions from it within the retail store. It is designed to be highly efficient and fully synchronised with the retailer’s current
system. By the rising pattern of web based shopping, which decreases the problem while shopping at stores, presentation of smart
carts not just assist the stores with eliminating the surge but also help to reduce the usage of paper, unnecessarily wasted in
printing copies of bill, and the number of employees making it more economical and environment friendly. [2]
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